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Today’s Weather
Santa Clara \jitney: Fair today and Saturday except for
local ))))) ming fog. Low last
night: 37-44. Predicted high
today: 55-60. lientle winds.
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War Orphans
The registrar’s office an 110 tUlerd today titat students
who are war orphans receivbig benefits under public bill
634 should fill out vouchers
for December in ADMI02 at
window no. 9.

Meet College Officials

Solons View SJS Projects
By SCOTT MOORE
Editor
Three area legislators met with
Pres. Robert D. Clark, administrative officials and academic personnel all day yesterday to discuss
recent and future college projects.
The legislators attending the
conference were Sen. Clark Bradley, R-San Jose, Assemblymen
Alfred Alquist, D-San Jose, and
George Milias, R-Gilroy.
Robert Skemp, administrative assistant to Sen. Donald L. Grunsky,
R-Watsonville, represented Sen.
Grunsky,
Division deans, faculty members,
and students outlined present SJS
developments to the legislators.

State Officials

t,

Three California legislators and other state officials visited SJS
yesterday to see and cliF.cuss college programs with administrators, faculty and students. Taking time for a proto are, I -r,
Assemblyman George Milias, Assemblyman Alfred Alquist, Robert Skemp, administrative assistant to Senator Donald Grunsky;
President Robert D. Clark; Albert Ruffo, chairman of the Board
of Trustees; and Senator Clark Bradley.

Theta Chi
Commended
For Show

Council Favors Publishing
Of Dr. Clark’s Speeches

The Army Emergency Rtlief
has sent a letter of commendation
to the Theta Chi fraternity at
SJS for a $1,545 donation to their
organization.
Theta Chi raised the money at
its 14th annual All-Greek Show
held on Dec. 11, 1965. Some 400
students, representing 10 sororities
and fraternities, participated in
the program.
Directors of the show announced
two weeks before the performance
that all proceeds from the program would go to aid the families
of American servicetnen killed or
injured in Viet Nam.
Kappa Kappa Gamma sorority,
winner of the $100 sweepstakes
award with an act called "This
Is My Country," donated its award
money to the same cause.
Col. John P. Connor of the Army
Emergency Relief expressed his
"sincere appreciation’’ in the letter and assured the fraternity that
"eligible survivor families of soldiers who have lost their lives in
Viet Nam will benefit from your
donat ion."

Hy ROGER ALLEN
Spartan Daily Staff Writer
Student Council Wednesday
passed a resolution 18-0-0 favoring
the publication and sale of a book
of speeches by Dr. Robert D. Clark,
college president.
Profits from the sale would go
into an ASB scholarship fund, the
resolution stated.
ASB Pres. John Hendricks said
he has been working with Pres.
Clark and James Noah, publications manager of SJS for a number of weeks on the project.
Hendricks said the speeches
display "a perfect sampling of Dr.
Clark’s philosophy and attitude,"
and reading the speeches is a good
opportunity for SJS students to
develop rapport with Dr. Clark.
Officials predict the measure
will be introduced at Tuesday’s
meeting of the Financial Advisory
Board (FAB). If FAB acts on
the proposal, council could allocate money for the project next
week.
No definite cost for publication
has been determined, though
Hendricks estimated the venture
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’Yum Yum Tree
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"Under the Yum Yum Tree," starring Jack Lemmon, Carol
Lynley and Edie Adams is tonight’s Friday Flick. The picture will
be shown at 6:30 and 9:30 in TH55. Admission is 35 cents.

Weekend Co-Rec
Weekend Co-Rec activities will resume tomorrow afternoon from
12:30 to 9:30 in the Men’s and Women’s Gyrns.
Swimming pools will he open from 1 to 4 p.m., and trampoline,
gymnastics, and weightlifting will be available from 1:30 to 3:30 p.m.
The last weekend Co-Rec of the semester will be held Jan. 15.
4

DISCUSSION
The tutorials program, WorkStudy Program, Moss Landing facility, institute programs, and engineering division programs were
explained and discussed.
Following a luncheon and a slide
presentation by the SJS Alumni
Association, the legislators visited
a political science class ant a

Spartacamp Tickets
Tickets for this year’s Spartacamp, to be hcIci March 19 and 20
at Asilomar, will be on sale all next week in front of the Spartan
Bookstore and Spartan Cafeteria.
Tickets cost $12 per person and include transportation, lodging,
and meals for the entire weekend.

Pre-Reg Set
Pre -registration for all spring semester foreign language classes
will be held in rooms 2A and 5A of Building N. Jan. 17, 18 and 19,
9 a.m. to 5 p.m. Students need not be foreign language majors to
pre-register.

would cost $800 to $900 for the
first run of 2,000 copies. The type
would be saved so that more copiet
could be printed at a much lower
cost.
Establishment of the proposed
scholarship fund w-ould depend on
hovv well the collection of speeches
sells, Hendricks said.
In other action, council voted
10-4-0 to keep the ASB vice president on FAB and 12-2-0 to install
a council member as a permanent,
voting FAB member elected by
council. A move to add another
council member to the board at
a non-voting member with rights
of debate was dropped.
Council’s decision was then referred to committee for further

No Response

consideration by an 8-4-2 vote.
John Bruckman, junior representative and council finance officer, said the vice president must
be impartial when he chairs council, and the vice president’s membership on FAB would "bias his
views."
JetTy Spotter, ASB vice president and council chairman, defended his position on FAB, stating: "I don’t think I could do
a good job in explaining budgets
and suggesting compromises to
council if I were not a member
of FAB."
Since the amendments were
sent to committee, final acticm
probably will not be taken until
next semester.

math institute for junior high
school teachers.
In his statements to the legislators, Pres. Clark said, "As a
newcomer, I’m favorably impressed
with the general good will and
s up por t from the legislature
toward higher education."
COLLEGE’S CONCERN
Pres. Clark expressed the college’s concern over "the problem
of ma.ss education" and said "the
college has done many things ...
to keep our institution more individual."
He explained that out of 3,600
class sections last year, only 200
of those were "quite large." The
rest, he said, averaged 20 students
per class.
"I think the legislature and the
public ought to know we do have
much individualized institution," he
said.
However, he said, "We cannot do
the (teaching) job we should in
these large classes."
He attributed this problem to
an "inflexible system which makes
management impossible."
LEGISLATIVE FAVORS
A recent resolution approved by
the Legislature favoring more
scheduling flexibility will help the
college get the "control" it needs,
he said.
Other presentations included:
Miss Julie Ahlenius, freshman
tutorials program student, de-

UNDERSTAND PROJECTS
He said that 600 students now
in the program "have been taken
into community agencies, have met
the officials, and understand the
kind of community projects going
on.
"It’s given these students an
opportunity for leadership," he
said.
Dr. John Harville, professor
of biology and science education,
described the Moss Landing facility as "the most exciting breakthrough since I joined the staff in
1948."
Dr. Lester Lange, Mathematics department chairman, said
his department has received grants

Government Grants $66,000
To Professor of Education

Dr. Robert Bainbridge, assistant
professor of education, has been
granted $66,000 in federal fluids
to conduct a reading education
institute for American educators
in the European area, to be held
next summer in Switzerland.
Dr. Bainbridge will direct the
institute, the first international
reading program ever conducted
by the United States.
The institute’s primary objective
is to strengthen reading education
in American Dependents Schools
and certain International Schools
In Europe and neighboring areas.
The grant, made under the
National Defense Education Act
(NDEA), was one of two such
NDEA grants made to Dr. Bainbridge for institutes next summer.
A proposed $40,000 institute in
children’s literature will be rescheduled.
Several outstanding European
gate at suburban Tan Son Nhut
Airport, injuring three Americans. educators will be present at the
including Sir James PitIt was the latest in a series of institute,
his work
Viet Cong bombings aimed at U.S. man (England), noted for
servicemen in Saigon.
Late last week, a suicide squad
touched off two plastic charges
at a billet in Dalat, 145 miles
north of the capital.

Pressure Mounts
For Peace Efforts
(Compiled from 1’1’1)
Presidential envoy W. Averell
Harriman brought his Viet Nam
peace mission to Japan yesterday
and said "the pressure of world
opinion" is building up on Hanoi.
So far there has been no favorable response from either Communist North Viet or Communist
China on the peace efforts accompanied by a two-week lull in the
bombing of North Viet Nam.
The Defense Department said
Wednesday 1,365 American servicemen were killed in combat last
year in Viet Nam -nine times more
than were killed in 1964. The
number of troops committed to
t he bat t le against Communist
forces rose eightfoldfrom 23,000
to more than 180,000.
The increased American involvement also was reflected in the
record of air traffic to the war
zone. Gen. Howell M. Estes Jr.
announced that U.S. military
flights thmugh Southeast Asia last
year carried more passengers and
cargo than the entire totals for
the Korean war.
A terrorist mine planted under
the seat of a rickshaw exploded
last night in front of the main

scribed the program as "one of
the most exciting experiences of
my life ... It’s made education an
exciting experience."
"No idea or p e rs on passes
through the Tutorials Building
without being questioned," she
said.
Vice President William J.
Dusel, speaking of the Work-Study
program, said, "We find our students actually gaining priceless experience, strength and motivation
in those fields that were not
dreamed of when the program
was conceived.
"Our students believe (the program) has been one of the most
valuable aspects of their college
career in strengthening their motivation in professional careers."

in augmented alphabets, and Caleb
Gattegno (Switzerland), the developer of the use of color coating in reading instruction.
According to Dr. Bainbridge, the
institute’s major emphasis vvill be
on "recent developments and innovations in reading methods, programs, materials and media."
"The U.S. Office of Education is
quite pleased because they have
been getting a little pressure from
Congress to offer more service to
American Educators in Europe
through the use of federal money,"
he remarks.
Dr. Bainbridge also conducted
an NDEA reading institute last
summer.

of $700,000 in the last year alone
"to train and upgrade people in
mathematics."
He said SJS receives more mathematics grants "than any college
anywhere."
Prof. Ruth Bradley, associate
professcm of elementary education,
demonstrated the use of television
in teacher training observation.
Following the day-long conference, Sen. Bradley described it
as "an excellent public relations
matter."
"SJS, the 19th largest college
in the nation, is wise to maintain
such a PR program. We in the
legislature ought to keep ourselves
informed," he said.

RodioStation
Plays Tapes
On Viet Nam
LOS ANGELES (UPI)A Los
Angeles area radio station declared
yesterday it had been victimized
by North Viet Nam sympathizers
who have produced broadcast tapes
urging GIs to quit fighting in
South Viet Nam.
The tapes, broadcast by Radio
Hanoi, suggested American servicemen write to station KPFKFM, North Hollywood, for advice
on how to withdraw "legally"
from the conflict.
Robert Adler, manager of the
educational outlet, said the station had no connection with the
broadcasts and had turned the
matter over to the FBI which was
trying to trace the origin of the
tapes.
Adler said several "amateurish"
tapes were sent to the station in
October. An accompanying letter
suggested the station might wish
to use the material and was
signed by "Joe Epstein, writerdirector" and "Steve Fisher, technician" but added the names were
fictitious.
The station found the material
unsuitable and did not use it,
AcUer said. Subsequently, KPFK
received a second set of tapes
which included the suggestion
GIs write the station for advice
on how to get out of Viet Nam.

Seniors Register
For Job Openings

Buckminster Fuller
To Offer Class
An opportunity tor students of
all majors to work closely with
SJS’ first Distinguished Scholarin -Residence, R. Buckminster Fuller, was announced today by Dean
Norman Gunderson, Division of
Engineering.
A one unit class entitled "Workshop with Fuller" is scheduled for
Tuesday afternoons between 2:30
and 5:20 during February and
March. Registration is now in
process in the Engineering Office,
Room 143.
The spring semester class schedule lists the workshop as Art 180,
Engineering 180 and Industrial Design 180. Students of any major
may enroll and there are no prerequisites.

Students planning to receive
degrees this June or in summer
session are requested to register
now with the Placement Center,
ADM234. st a t ed Mrs. Mary
Schaaf, business and industrial
placement supenisor.
Candidates for a 1966 degree
should obtain the necessary forms
in ADM234 and schedule an interview appointment with a placement counselor as soon EIS possible
to prepare for on-campus interviews next semester, Mrs. Schaaf
added.
More than 250 recruiters representing local and national companies as well as city, state and
federal government agencies will
intemiew prospect.ive graduates
on campus next semester.
"Early registration is essential
for students wishing to fully utilize
the services offend," she said.

Concert Tonight

Eugene Istomin, distinguished
concert pianist, will appear at
8:15 tonight in Concert Hall as
the third performer in +he Invitation to the Arts Series. (For

additional information, sae page
four.]

Pork Barrel
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’Matchless’
Date Returns
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Editor

SCOTT MOORE

By CARY KOEGLE
for all those who have been
news
Good
eagerly awaiting "Operation Match" returns.
Some answers with the "ideal date"
have been arriving locally, and it looks
like (lie long wait may be just about over
for many date seekers.
As a matter of fact, a friend of mine
just received her answer from the computer.

Advertising Mgr., BOB SCHERNER

Editorial Comment

Resignation in Order
Richard Epstein, graduate representativ e to Student Council, should resign
his seat iminediately, before the ASB

show spectacle would make him an

judiciary is forced to kick him off.
Epstein informed Student Council

that only registered students shall be
members of the ASB. Epstein is no

Nirednesday that lie ltas withdrawn

longer a registered student. He is a
private citizen representing no one

from schoolbut fully intends to retain his council seat. ASB Pres. John
Hendricks immediately branded Epstein’s move as an "absurd and insane
attempt at maintaining personal influence."
Perhaps Mr. Epstein is living in his
own fantasy uorldbut the rest of us
are not. By withdrawing from school,
he simply has forfeited his moral and
legal right to remain on council.
We strongly suggest that Epstein at
least demonstrate some sense of personal dignity by resigning in order to
as oid public embarrassment of being
forcibly evicted from his seat.
On the other hand, if Epstein is so
immature and irrational as to force the
student body into a showdown with
him, we suspect the officials involved
vs. ill show him no mercy. Such a side-

NINE ANSWERS

Guest Editorial

Facility for Self-Learning
A common complaint sounded against
large colleges and universities is that the
student can’t be given individual help
either to keep up with the group or to
achieve advanced standing. This calls for
independent study and initiative on the
part of the student.
Oregon State University students are
provided an opportunity to learn, without
direct teacher supervision, at the SelfLearning Center.
The center houses slides, tape recorders,
motion pictures and programtned learning
materials to assist in the study of statistics,
languages, mathematics, calculus, physics,
English, electronics, chemistry and economic,s.

Originally it was thought that students
who needed remedial assistance would use
it the most. Actually’, though, the majority
of students using the center have been
juniors. seniors or graduates seeking supplemental help.
Students are encouraged to use the
Self-Learning Center. It is the helping
hand of a large university extended to
any one interested and in need. Much
time and money have been put into it and
the more it is utilized, the more it can improve anti grow for the benefit of students.
Daily Barometer
Oregon State University
Dec. 3,1966

As the mayor of San Jose, I would like to
congratulate the SJS Music Department for
the presentation of George Friedrich Handel’s "Messiah" for the citizens of this community.
The direction, singing and the technical
ability of all those who took part was very
outstanding, and I feel that this was a very
wholesome evening and helped to set the
proper spirit to prevail in the minds of the
citizens for the Christmas season.
We would like to take this time to give
appreciation to the administration and to
the student body officers and fraternities who
have participated with the city in the past
year for the numerous projects which have
been of help to us all.
The consummation of details for the permanent closing of Seventh Street certainly
is a step in the right direction and the new
Master Plan with the depressed San Carlos
Street appears very favorable for a beautiful
clampus.
We look forward to working with all the
faculty and associated students and their
officers during the coming year.
Joseph L. Pace, M.D.
Mayor

Christians Disagree
On Definition of Terms
Editor:
After reading the replies to our letter of
DI‘C. 8 in Thrust and Parry, we feel some
concluding statements are forthcoming.
At first we thought our letter had been
misunderstood, but subsequent personal replies assured us that our meaning was clear
to some, at least.
We are convinced that most of our disagreements are due to differences in defining
terms, and few are based on interpretation
or doctrine.
We agrre that the Christian must accept
NOCifil responsibility, and in doing Sf) be govermxi by his Christian principles. Although
discussion among Christians concerning the
relevance of the Christian message to contemporary social issues clin be helpful, there
is 110 1114111 rm. the church to preach 011 1110Sf
issues from the pulpit or la make official

’("v

This friend, whom we will call Janet,
already has even been contacted by one
of her Operation Match "ideal dates."
The contact expressed an interest in
such things as swimming, boating and
dancing, all of which Janet does not remember expressing any interest in, but
these really are minor problems.
Then there is the small problem of
distance with the Stanford names, but
that, too, could be worked out.
ONE PROBLEM
Janet is glad that the computer eau
provide more names titan requested and
that the machine DID answer her. But
she has one problem turning her data into
dates.
Unfortunately, all the "ideal dates" the
computer chose for her turned out to be
every bit as female as herself.
And--computer or no--Janet is not interested in girls. Not even Stanford girls.

0

Book Mark

Post -Vacation Correspondence Re activates Issues
Editor:

s

IDEAL CONTACT

". . . Peace Mongers . .!"

Thrust and Parry
Mayor Thanks College
For Music, Civic Help

LI

However, it contained the names of nine
persons the computer selected for her,
instead of the promised five.
This might make the possibility of finding a compatible date easier because tlie
choice is greater.
Also, the names were of persons either
in the SJS or Stanford areas--not front
places as far away as Ohio or Chicago as
some local coeds received.

object of extreme ridicule.
The ASB Constitution clearly states

but himself. His council duties are
terminated, and his attempt to remain
as official representative of the graduate class is a mockery of student government and its democratic processes.
The longer Epstein sits on Student
Council. the longer SJS graduate student, %till be without a legal and effectiv e representative. He should
resign immediately so that a new graduate representative may be appointed
as soon as possible.
Any student, such as Epstein, who
believes he can withdraw from college
and still maintain an official, elective
post is laboring under a delusion.
Epstein’s burlesque should not be
taken as representative of student government at this college. He should at
least have the dignity to resign and
thus prevent further embarrassment to
the ASB and his colleagues.

4,

statements concerning its position on such
issues.
We also agree that the Christian is to love
his neighbor, collectively as well as individually. But all the Cluistian social action in
the world will be in vain if Christ’s message
does not pierce the individual human heart.
Donna MeQuilkin A 6959
Elaine Thome A7315

Students Send Apology
For Track Gift Refusal
EDITOR’S NOTE: The following letter was sent
by the writers to the president of the Minnesota
Mining and Manufacturing (3M) Company in
reply to the Dec. 14 Spartan Daily copyrighted
story covering the $70,000 track offer.
Sir:
Our apologies to your corporation due to
(but not in behalf of) the depressing spectacle outlined in the Dec. 14 edition of our
Spartan Daily, a San Jose State College
student publication.
It is appalling that this school and our
state cannot be gratefully content to acknowledge and receive a profit-motivated
gift from a private corporation, but must
instead feel compelled to negotiate with the
giver the terms upon which they will condescend to accept that gift.
It is this school’s misfortune that it was
offered a superior all-weather track at little
or no cost to itself or the state. Had only a
mediocre product been offered, we suspect
that existing rules could somehow have permitted the acceptance of that track. The
state then would have had no incentive to
purchase additional tracks with its own funds,
thus risking the hysterical cries of "kickback!"
Enclosed are the articles fmm our copy of
the Spartan Daily. You may find some humor
in them. We additionally regret the obvious
tendencies to blame failure of "the negotiations" on "red tape" and your alleged
failure to "follow the proper bidding procedure."
We are relieved to hear that some colleges
in the East were sufficiently able to "call
a spade a spade" to use your track, and were
amused to read that 3M does not "need"
S.1S as nitieh its it did.
We sympathizf with, and congratulate you
for, your decision to withdraw the offer. Indeed, we could not help but wonder why you
did npt withdraw it earlier.
Larry R. Gardner
Alexander L. Farber

’Pill Advocacy Creates
New Welfare Needs’
Editor:
In reference to the editorial of Dec. 13
proposing that SJS College Health Center
preScribe birth control pills for unmarried
couples who want them, I wish to add some
further suggestions.
1) Shouldn’t the Health Center start up a
clinic to take care of any abortions that may
be necessary? Some stupid girls may forget
to take the pill as prescribed and an abortion
will be necessary. They could call it the
AFGWG (Abortions for Girls Who Goofed).
2) Shouldn’t the Health Center start an
adoption center for those cases where a mistake is made (girl forgets pill)? They could
call it the ACBCPF (Adoption Center Because Contraceptive Pills Failed).
Finally, shouldn’t the Health Center start
up a legal office to take care of those cases
in which the girl wanted to get pregnant
so the boy could marry her? The boy’s defense attorney could probably be any "liberal" and "far-sighted" doctor or college
official from the SJS Health Center you
suggested would prescribe the contraceptive
pills.
"You, too, can prevent family life. Help
stamp out babies."
Richard A. Derryessa
A1632

Former Student Lauds
Professor’s Technique
Editor:
From the vulnerable tower of my Alma
Mater (oh, what sweet and unforgettable
memories of rendezvous, of books and meditations and the cooing and fluttering sounds
of wings in the palm trees), the sharp and
painful rumor ha.s reached the Tower here
at Stanford that Dr. Gines Maiquez may soon
be leaving us and return to his beloved Spain.
The thought that he may leave SJS is
very painful to me, to all of us who have
been his students and I am sure to his colleagues as well, especially to that other
quixotic personage, Dr. William Moellering.
And I ask myself if it is right that a man
yam has given so much to SJS (that is, to
us his students) shoukl leave without his
contributions being acknowledged by the entire student body.
If we must lose him, let us at least remind
the student body that he, like other teachers

who have touched our lives, is a warm human
factor that makes the journey through college a vibrant and exciting adventure.
Although it is true that every year more
"Doctors" are released from large universities, "Doctors" who are efficient, aggressive
and knowledgeable, how still difficult the
task to find a teacher!
As a book becomes more exciting, more a
part of us as time passes, so the moments
which we spent together (Melibea and Dulcinea: the pewer of love; Unamuno and Don
Quixote: the indefatigable spirit of man;
Fray Luis and Lorca: poetry, the song that
always is) will become sweeter becau.se of
a man we listened to at a college whose
heart WS!: once a mmantic quad where
pigeons fluttered unafraid.
Joseph Various Hernandez
Teaching Assistant, Spanish
Stanford University

New Environs
For Potential
By DAVID KOLL
How genetic makeup and environment
interact to change behavior is the theme
of "Mankind Evolving" by Theodosius
Dobzhansky, the subject of the Jan. 5
Book Talk by Jack Pierce, associate professor of sociology and anthropology.
Darwin did not know how genes work
to create differences between individuals,
Pierce explained. "Mankind F:volving" describes how changes in genes occur because
of environmental changes. Genes have potential only. Behavior depends on the
environment.
DIFFERENCES
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it is not scientifically possible to show

significant differences between the behavior of races because we do not know
the genetic potential of the individual.
Only performance, which is the result of
envirmunent, can be scientifically measured.
We tend to think of man as having
reached a plateau of evolution as he counteracts the forces of nature. But Pierce
explained that man still is undergoing
changes, due to environmental pressures.
For exatnple, Arabs tend to be thin because a high body surface area to body
volume rail is favorable in hot climates.
Eskimos tend to he fat because a low body
surface area to body volume ratio is better
for cold climates.
BEHAVIOR
Social relationships affect behavior.
People in crowded cities who become
aggressive or withdrawn show reactions
similar to those of rats in crowded cages.
Pierce concluded that ntan evolved very
slowly and that changes in environment
will probably bring about biological
changes that will affect behavior.
Since "Mankind Evolving" synthesizes
a wide variety of "Ologies" there is etsme
thing iu the Inrok for everybody.

.1,

J. Edgar Hoover Hits
Policy Demonstrations
WASHINGTON (UPI) --- FBI
Director J. Edgar Hoover said
today Communists played an active
and ever increasing role in 1966
demonstrations against U.S. policy.
in Viet Nam.
He said the Ameriean Communist party also spent large amounts
of money in an effort to torpedo
U.S. "progress toward peace."

In his annual report on FI:1
activities. Hoover said Communist.
and other subversive grouPs bad a
hand in many of the major anti Viet Nam protests. Among these
he said, were the Nov. 27 "March
on Washington" which drew about
25,000 persons.
Hoover said other major involvements by the Communist party included an earlier student demonstration in Washington in which
more than 15,000 participated the
day before Easter.
Other events he mentioned were
the Oct. 15-16 "international days
of protest," the "Washington summer action project" in August, and
the "national anti -war convention"
Nov. 25-28.
"Always eager to engage in any
activity which will bring embarrassment to the United States, the
party has played an ever increasing role in generating opposition
to the United States position in
Viet Nam," Hoover said.

Chairman Named
Pres. Clark was named chairman of arrangements for the annual dinner of the Northern California-Nevadu Council of Churches
scheduled Jan. 20 at 6:30 p.m., at
the Santa Clara Courtly Fairgrounds Pavilion.
The dinner, expected to draw
more than 1,000 persons, will climax Church Council Day which
includes executive meetings of the
United Church of Women of the
Council and workshops on church
world semice, racial and cultural
relations and Christian education.

JEANS & JACKETS
JEANS & JACKETS
WESTERN OUTFITTER
FOR MEN AND WOMEN

The Workingman’s
Store
218 W. Santa Clara
San Jose
OPEN UNTIL 9 p.m. MON & THURS.

Intramural Board
The ASB Intramural Board presents and supervises the men’s
intramural programs in football,
basketball, volleyball, wrestling,
softball, tennis, swimming, track
and field, badminton, bowling,
"little 500" bike race, golf, ping
pong, and the Turkey Trot.
Dr. Dan W. Unruh directs the
administration of the program.

When you buy insurance
will you participate in
profits of the company?
Mutual Benefit Life’s quality investments mean first year dividends to you.
120 years ago Mutual Benefit began paying annual dividends to
their policy owners. They have
paid them consecutively ever
since.

MUTUAL BENEFIT LIFE

Dan Hitchcock SJS ’59
Larry Nelson SFS ’62
Tom Fields SJS ’65
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Residence Halls

The year-round coninuttee ot
the Academic Council will recommend that San Jose State go
on the quarter system and yearround operation in 1969-70.
Dr. Bert Morris, professor of
chemistry and chairman of the
committee, said that the recommendation will be presented to the
Council at its first meeting of the
spring semester.
The recommendation will be
voted on by Council members and
sent to Pres, Robert D. Clark for
the final decision.
Dr. Morris said that the committee recommendation stipulates that
a summer quarter should not be
instituted unless adequate finances
are provided by the state.
According to Dr. Morris, it is
impossible for SJS to comply with
the recent resolution passed by the
Coordinating Council for Higher
Education asking all state colleges
and universities to be on the quarter system by 1967-68 and yearround operation by 1970-71.
"It would be impossible to rearrtmge all the courses and schedules by next year," Dr. Morris said.
WASHINGTON t UPI)
PresiThe year-round committee is
presently meeting each week to .dent Johnson is resisting increaswork out general details.
ing pressures to intervene in the
paralyzing New York Transit dispute.
Informed sources said yesterday
the administration is Staying out
of the sbc-day-old strike partly because it believes any eventual
settlement will be far above the
Tau Delta Phi, men’s honorary President’s guideposts for antischolastic fraternity, will allocate inflationary wage increases.
It also regards the diypute as
student research grants for both
graduate and undergraduate stu- essentially a local matter since
the strikers are city employes.
dents in any field.
The Work Aid For Scholars Labor Department officials doubt
research grants will be given "to if the emergency sections of the
encourage student research," said Taft -Hartley Act, including the
Les Herold, chairman of the aca- 80-day no strike injunction procedure, could be applied locally in
demic activities committee.
Funds for the grants were ob- the New York situation.
If there is any federal move,
tained largely from sales of "Tower
List," a survey of professors pub- it may be made quietly by United
lished by the scholastic fraternity. Nations Ambassador Arthur J.
F’ntries should preferably include
PROBLEM STUDIES
research work done independently
The ASB Human Relations Comof a class project, although consideration will be given to class mittee studies problems involving
communication and inter-personal
research work, added Herold.
Students wishing to apply mu.st relationships which affect the
list the specific study, the nature, welfare of the students at SJS
method and purpose of the study,
and an estimated list of itemized
expenses. It should be signed by
either an adviser or sponsor.
All applications should be sent
to Box T, care of Tau Delta Phi.
College Union Building, South
Ninth Street.
No deadline date has been set
for applications.

’Keep ’Em Movin’

Hubert Baron, housing 000rtlif111101%
thin
orities for student residence halls
Hire now being taken on
(Ina
come -first serve basis.
Students who wish space in college residences next semester
should contact the college housing I
office,
S 5th Street,

FREE GAS!
I

Books up to 95% off I

-aBooks Inc..,
TOWN & COUNTRY VILLAGE
Steverta Lrent &

San Jose’s Big Bookstore
OPEN EVENINGS & SUNDAY
Serving Gaihrnia Sint,
65,000 BOOKS - 75,000 CARDS
nRAVI. ,,,,, .... 0010011Viek....u

..... .

FREE GAS!

CLIP ’N’ SAVE

’A

TWO NEW BEACON
STATIONS
1FREE GALLON GAS-1

A hitchhiker races to a car as
the fantastic traffic congestion
forces New York to start d voluntary plan for the duration of
the $100-milliona.day subway bus strike.

with Purchase cf 5 Gallons of Gas

2nd & East William
in San Jose &

LBJ Resists Pressures
To Enter Transit Dispute

Fraternity Offers
Research Grants
To SJS Students

SALE!

1170 N. 4th Street
Also in San Jose

EATING IS (1 11/Ein
,SPECIAL 7’1ME

Goldberg, a former labor lawyer
alai ex-labor seem:try. Goldberg
also is a close friend of Michael
J. Quill. hospitalized Tr.imipoi
Workers Union president
Administration officials believe
a three-man panel of mediators, including Nathan Feinsinger, Theodore Kheel and Sylvestre Garrett,
is as well qualified as any group
of middlemen could be.
_ _

at ARCHIE’S
and to make
it even
more special
try
our very special

somosiimmoreampor
Special Discount

SMALL STEAK
$1.25

FACULTY
STUDENTS
ALUMNI

VII I

f

just

Of

NEW YORK
CUT STEAK $1.95

A‘LI

Movie & Still
* Cameras
* Supplies
Projectors
* Equipment
developing printing
rentals repairs

both ,,rred with
smtp or salad
attd patatta,4;

alt 1C
Stealc 11011Se
545 S. 2nd St.
Free Parking

245 Soufh F4.st

GOODOVEAR

Puf your money where
the return is

Write or call for information

Committee
Recommends
Quarter Plan
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TRANSIT STRIKE CONTINUES

MUTUAL
BENEFIT LIFE
715 Norfh First Street
Suite 35
In San Jose call 297-2738
On the Peninsula 968-6816
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SAVE NOW ON
CLOSE-OUTS

HCUA To File
Contempt Charge
Against Klansmen
WASHINGTON 1 UP11 - Bouse
investigators voted yesterday to
cite national Ku Klux Klan leader
Robert M. Shelton and other Klan
officials for contempt of Congress.
The action could result in jail
sentences of one year and fines of
$1,000 for each of seven Klan.smen
named.
In addition to Shelton, the imperial wizard of the United Klan
of America, Inc., other officials
cited by a subcommittee of the
House Committee on Un-American
Activities were:
James R. Jones, Granite City,
N.C., grand dragon of the North
Carolina Klan Realm; Robert E.
Scoggin, Spartanburg. S.C., South
Carolina grand dragon.
Calvin F. Craig, Atlanta, grand
dragon of Georgia; Marshall R.
Kornegay, Virginia grand dragon.
George Dorsett, a paid Klan
organizer in North Carolina; Robert Hudgins, head of a Klan unit
in North Carolina.

WE’VE DISCONTINUED OUR FAMOUS
NYLON ALL-WEATHER TIRES!
Tufsyn rubber for extra mileage
3-T Nylon cordfor extra strength
Takes turnpike speeds, stop -and -go city driving

COMPACT
CAR
SIZES
PICK YOUR TUBELESS SIZE NOW & SAVE WHILE STOCKS LAST,
WHITEWALL
BLACKWALL
6.00 x 13
6.50 x 13
6.70 x 15/7.50 x 14
7.10 x 15/1100 x 14
7.60 x 15/6.50 X 14

RENT A

TYPEWRITER
Special Student Rates

2 for $23.80*
2 for 25.90*

2 for $211.40*
2 for 30.40*

2 for 30.90*
2 for 34.90*

2 for 35.40*
2 for 39.40"

2 for 38.30*
2 for 43.70*

2 for 42.80*
2 for 48.20*

TANSY.’
Goodyear’s super mimics rub.
tter styes theae tires the toughness you need on the road and
on highspeed turnpkes.

INCA/1T CIEDIT
for holders of charge plates
and national credit CAMS. Yaur
budget account opened what
we mount your tires.

NO MONEY DOWN

MEDIUM’
CAR
SIZES
BIG CAR
SIZES
ONLY...

2 for 2390
2 for 30 9,7,0
2 for
$349
13

t

h

block
tobelecs

*FILM tax

NO TRADE-IN NEEDED
FREE MOUNTING!

or

Rent To Own

Corner of 3rd and San Carlos

dimileiteeeop.A:ir
OLISINESS MACHINES
AND OFFICE EQUIPMEN I

170 South Second
Phone 286-2610

....;......,.ui
. ,. irtallini

Phone 298-3060
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HIEROGLYPHIC.:
If you are the type of person
who reads things all the way
through, including the fine print,
you probably noticed the numerical
hieroglyphics on the last page of
the College Catalog. They represent the shop that did the printing, the date of publication, and
printed.
the number ..t

A. R. T.
present,

TENNESSEE WILLIAMS
finest

"CAT ON A
HOT TIN ROOF"
Directed by W. Houck

ACTORS REPERTORY
THEATER
25 W. San Salvador
8:30 p.m. Fri. & Sat. Eves.
Today thru Jan. 15
Students $1.511
Adults $2.00
for reservations call 297.4797

National Glass Exhibition Is Held at SJS
The National Invitational Glass
Exhibition is on display now
through Tuesday, Jan. 28 in the
SJS Art Gallery.
Featuring work of artists who
are pioneers in the rebirth of
glass work, the show affords
viewers with an opportunity to
see an ancient art form revised
in a modern idiom.
Dr. Robert Fritz, associate
professor of art and organizer of
the exhibition said, "This exhibition is to demonstrate this
unique use of gla.ss by presentation of works of outstanding
artists which represents a diversity of techniques in glassworkings.
"This Invitational will produce one of the most comprehensive exhibitions of creative
glass in the United States." Dr.
Fritz began pioneer classes in
glass-blowing at SJS in 1964.
Because of recent studio innovations, a wide range of possibilities are available. This national survey reflects what has
been done in sculpture, combination glass and metal sculpture,
panels, free-blown gla.ss forms,
stained glass in laminations and
fused glass.
Represented in the show are
14 artist -craftsmen. Each

STATE MEAT MARKET

Corner 4th and Santa Clara

292-7726

Complete Line of First Quality Meats

playing at least six glass forms.
Included are David Arnold, San
Francisco; John Burton, Santa
Barbara; Roger Darricarrere,
Los Angeles; Edris Eckhardt,
Cleveland; Fritz; Robert Halbrook, South San Francisco.
Also Frank Kulasiewicz, Chicago; Dominic Labrino, Grand
Rapids, Ohio; Marvin Lipofsky,
Berkeley; Harvey Littleton,

Dr. Fritz said, "In creating
glass forms I am constantly
searching for those qualities that
best demonstrate the fascinating
uniqueness of glass. Not only am
I concerned with the development of the extedor form, but
also developing the inner forms
by utilizing the transparency of
glass and its reflection and refraction of light and color."

Madison, Wisc.; Earl McCuthen,

Athens, Ga.; Joel Myers, Milton
W. Va.; Priscilla Porter, Wa.shington, Conn,; and Norman
Schulman, Providence, R.I.
The exhibit reflects the divergent philosophies and trends
in contemporary art. The leading theme the exhibitors express
is the break from traditional u.se
of their material.

- THIS WEEK’S SPECIALS

GROUND BEEF
ROUND STEAK
T-BONE STEAK
SLICED BACON lb. package
FRYERS

2 lbs. 89
lb. 79
lb. 813t
69
lb 35

Marty of FREE PARKING
Wholesale to Fraternities, Sororities end Boarding Houses

Is Your Budget Starting To Squeeze?
41.p./ :%/

Glass Invitational

Glass form by Marvin B. Lipofsky. assistant professor of design
at UC, Berkeley (I.) and vase form in turquoise with red swirls by
Robert C. Fritz, associate professor of art at SJS, are on display
in the SJS Art Gallery until Jan. 28 as part of the National In-

vitational Glass Exhibition.

Barton’s ’Hollow Crown’ To Open
Tonight in SJS Studio Theatre
"The Hollow Crown," a composite of the chronicles, poety
letters and songs written by and
about the kirgs and quecns of
England, will be presented tonight and tcmorrow at 8:15
p.m. in Studio Theater of the
Drama Building by the Drama
Department.
Tickets are available today
at the College Theater Box Office and at the door. TicItets for
SJS students are 75 cents. General admission is $1.50.
Proceeds are for the Dorothy
Kaucher Fund. The Fund is used
each semester for a monetary
award given to the winner of
the Dorothy Kaucher Oral Interpretation Contest.
LONDON DEBUT
Selections in the "Hollow
Crown" were compiled by John
Barton and first presented by
the Shakespeare Company at
the Aldwych Theatre in London
in 1961.
Mrs. Noreen LaBarge Mitchell, associate professor of drama
and director of the production

At this time of year everyone is a little short of money and
trying to cut down on spending. But don’t cut corners where
your car is concerned. Be sure it is cared for properly, and

at a low price, by taking it to Silva Service.

78 S. 4th St.SILVA

CASH VALUE STAMPS GWEN

SERVICE 295.8968

Late for Class’) We’ll Park If For You.

SCREEN SCENES
STUDIO

NOREEN LABARGE MITCHELL
. . . Hollow Crown" director

Two Ensembles To Play
In Concert Here Tuesday
The SJS Wind Ensemble, under the direction of Clement
Hutchinson, associate professor
of music, will present a concert
Tuesday at 8:15 p.m. in Concert
Hall.
Assisted by the SJS Percussion Ensemble, under the direction of Anthony arcone, music
instructor, the concert will begin with the Royal Fireworks
Pollak written by Handel.
The Percussion Ensemble will
play a scherzo by Saul Goodman,
Comedian’s Gallop by Kabaloy-

sky and Assimilation for Percussion by Cirone.
Scored exclusively for wind
instruments the Wind Ensemble
will play Vaughan Williams’
Scherzo alla marcia, fmm Symphony No. 8 in D minor.
After an intermission the wind
instruments will play Persichetti’s Serenade No. 1 for Ten Wind
Instruments.
The Percussion En.semble
play Symphony No. 1 by Cirone.
The concert will conclude with
Gordon Jacob’s Old Wine in New
Ftottles.

G AY

CINEMA
295-7238

REPULSION
THE BRIDGE

SARATOGA

S
’TACOS

AUTO MOVIE
N. 13th to Gish Rd.
295-5005
Charlton Ife%ton
%%AR 1.01M

EL RANCHO

24 HOUR SERVICE

DRIVE-IN
294-2041
flo7-3026 Alma & Vino
THAT DARN CAT
IAILLIPOP Ct/VER
ISLAND 01, BLUE DOLPHINS
LAVENDER HILL MOB

TOWNE
297-3060

Sfriger

In
PAWNBROKER

ACTORS
Actors in addition to Keeler
and Miss Lewis are Peter Bixby,
Robert Ryan, Bonnie Shirley,
Jocelyn Smith and H. James
Tellefson.
Included in the program will
be a ballade written by Richard
I during his captivity in Durrenstein Castle, Henry VIII’s
letter of proposal to Anne Boleyn, and Queen Victoria’s diary
description of her coronation.
The title, "Hollow Cmwn,"
was taken from lines written
by Shakespeare. The program
includes varied writings taken
from the time of the Saxon
Chronicles to Thackeray’s biting
portrait of George IV as "the
pantomime king "

T ICO

SAN JOSE

14502 Big Rietin Wiry

1433 The Alameda

CHOREOGRAPHY
Choreography is by graduate
student William Keeler. Representing the court dances of various periods, Keeler has planned
a pavanne from the late 14th
century; a 16th gigue; and an
allemade, popular in the 16th
and 17th century. Keeler is also
acting in the production.
Honda Gay Lewis, graduate
student, is costume designer and
assistant director. Miss Lewis
has designed govvns with an
empire line. Actresses have made
their own gowns of crepe with
velvet bodices. Miss Lewis will
participate in the program also.
John Beauchanmp, baritone;
Christopher Hungarland a n d
Kenneth Sprinkle will sing. Kerry Rider will play the flute and
Marian Green will play piano
and harpsichord.

Drive-in and Dining Room Service

292-6773 400 South First
294-5544
PARDON MY BRI SH
BOEING BOEING
LOOK IN ANY WINDOW
BEACH BALL

.1:11 S. Bovroin

orful," said Mrs. Mitchell.
Participating students dedicated four days of their Cluistmas vacation to additional rehearsals. "Some flew up from
L.A. and one commuted from
Hayward," according to the director.

said that "Hollow Crown" vvas
selected for production because
it has great literary value.
"It shows the kings and queens
as they were rather than the
way vve get them in history
books. It shows vvhat doesn’t
meet the eye. It’s new and col-

396 South First

intent Discount

BREAKFAST

Rnek Ave.
299-811.44
1969
South Screen
North Screen
Hoeing
Booing
Promlnen!

LUNCH

DINNER

POftlig4V!

Nuts in Search
of a Rolt

Red Line 7000
Tickle Me!

The art of hand forming glass
has been in existence for many
centuries. However, automation
and machines have steadily replaced the artists and craftsmen. In the United States there
has been a revival of hand forming glass by artists using glass
as an art media.
The gallery, in the east wing
of the Art Building, is open Monday through Friday from 9 a.m.
to 4 p.m. and Sunday from 1:15
to 5 p.m. There is no admission
charge.

lstomin
To Perform
8:15,Tonight

Wholesale aid Retail

ALL CREDIT CARDS HONORED

KSJS-FM Log

Phone Orders 297-8421

4th and St. James

Eugene Istomin, American concert pianist, will present a recital at 8:15 tonight in Concert
Hall.
The program is the third atUaction in the "Invitation to the
Arts" series.
Tickets are available in the
Student Business Office in Building R. They are free to students
and faculty and cost $1.50 for
the general public.
Istomin’s recital vvill include
"Fantasie" in G minor, Op. 77,
and Sonata in F sharp major,
Op. 78, both by Beethoven. Istomin will also play Stravinsky’s
Sonata in Three Movements and
Chopin’s "Andante Spianato and
Grande Polonaise Brilliante,"
Op. 22.
He is sponsored by the Spartan Programs Committee and
was miginally scheduled to appear Dec. 10, but was forced to
cancel after injuring his hand.
Istomin made his concert debut
in 1943 when he won the Youth
Contest of the Philadelphia
Orchestra.
The young pianist has appeared at several special concerts across the nation in a
chamber trio with violinist Isaac
Stern and cellist Leonard Rose.
Under the Cultural Exchange
Program, Istomin made his first
tour of the Soviet Union last
spring.

90.7 me, today:
5:00 p.m.- -Campus
5:55 p.m. -Lockheed Digest
6:00 p.m.

Spartan Spect rum

6:15 p.m.

London Echo

6:30 p.m.- Special of the Week
7:00 p.m. -

Portrait in Jazz

7:30 p.m.- Standard School
Broadcast
8:00 p.m.Campus Folk Hour
10:30 p.m.Sign-off

2 1
SALE

4

for the
price of

Suits,

sportcoats,

slacks,

shirts,

sweaters,

jackets.

Two may participate. Split
with a friend.

VAUGHN’S
125 So. dith St.
A

from SJS Library

Hours: 9:30 a.m. to 6 p.m. daily

Thursdays open until 9.
N

ATTENTION STUDENTS
This STUDENT BODY NO. A13642 is worth . . . ONE
FREE RECORD at The House of Records ... the bearer
of the lucky number may choose any record on the bargain
table from Bach to Rock, Mono or Stereo.
For those of you who feel left out there are TWO
ADDITIONAL STUDENT BODY NUMBERS POSTED IN
THE STORE . . .
Come on in, YOU may be the winner.

HOUSE OF I RECORDS
3rd & San Verr,s,-Jo

27/ 2941

Sentry reports
good news (at last!) about
car insurance savings
for young men
If you’re a man under 25, or have a son who
is, you know what a big extra premium you pay
for car insurance. Now, Sentry Insurance offers
a 1.5% discount for young men who qualify as
safe drivers. (This is in addition to Sentry’s 15%
discount for driver education.)
HOW TO QUALIFY
Young men under 25 qualify for the Sentry
Preferred Youthful Driver Discount on the basis
of a simple questionnaire that takes only about
20 minutes. It is not a test of driving skill or
knowledge. It is completely confidential. There
is no penalty for young men who do not qualify
for the extra discount.
ACT NOW
For full details about the Sentry Preferred
Youthful Driver examination, call or drop a card

1,, us today

Sunnyvale -Cupertino
San Jose
GENE GILMAN
G. A. MONTGOMERY. JR.
3725 Pruneroclig Ave Santa Clara
1265 Lime Dr.. Sunnyvale
241.2235
739-2735
San Jose
San Jose -Los Gatos
WALT SCHLOSONM
FRAN STRAND
me Zion Lane. San Jos.
17204 La Rinconada, Los Gatos
258 2295
356.4282
lees. eve
Fe. vae

SENTRY.

INSURANCE

Hardware Mutuals

Sentry Life

Enrollment Begins
For Humanities
ite-em oilmen! is being taken
for Studies in Selected Cultures,
Humanities 120, atx1 all Humanities 160 sections, Contemporary
Issues, scheduled for spring in
F0127.

tic

Interested students may see
Professor O.

C.

ordinator

Humanities

of

Williams,

coPro-

gram, for further information.
Ur

BOHANNON’S
SPECIAL
For over ten years

Young Domesticated
Iting-necked Pheasant
Disjointed,

Saute

spiced. crabapple.

Sec

with

Delivered

fresh to us from a Santa Cruz
Mountain

flock

which

is

raised under the inspection of
the California Departmettt of
A griculture.

A COMPLETE DINNER

$4.10

BEAU TIES

MARRIAGE
It was a Christmas eve wedding for Marie LoMedieti. a typist
at Pacific Telephone and Telegraph in San Jose. and Jim aPerti, a
sophomore office management major from Cupertino.
ENGAGEMENTS
Suzanne Angst, sophomore nursing major’ at Foothill College
and Los Altos resident, reveals her engagement to Itlehard Allen
Sehmkit. junior political science major titan Los Altos and member
01 Lambda Chi Alpha fraternity.
Lonna Barker, junior sociology major from Walnut Creek and
Kappa Alpha Theta member, announces her engagement to Alan
Smith of Berkeley, who recently returned from overseas service
with the U. S. Marine Corps in Viet Nam.
Harriet S. Becker, senior Spanish major from Menlo Park and
resident adviser at Royce Hall, reveals her hetrolhal to JUMP* L.
Gouch, a former SJS student presently serving in the Army Reserve at Fort Houston in San Antonio, Tex. Gooch’s hometown is
Covina, and he is affiliated with Acacia fraternity. Couple plan a
Sept. :1 wedding.
Anne Blondest’’, senior music student from Modesto, recently
became engaged to Dennis Dow, senior psychology major at San
Francisco State College. Pair plan a June wedding.
Joan DeLueehi, a stenographer from San Carlos employed with
the San Mateo County Adttlt Probation Dept., became engaged to
Frank A. Hassell, senior industrial management major from San
Carlos. Wedding will take place in the fall.
Judith Rae Mo)er. senior home economics major from Fresno
and member of Phi Ultsilon Omicron, announces her engagement to
Larry Dan Shamp, second -year law student at Ha.stings College,
also from Fresno. Couple plan to wed next September.
Jan B. Parker, junior physical education major from San Jose,
is engaged to Harry W. Kellogg Jr...senior business management
major from Menlo Park. They plan to marry in June.
Sylvia, Salami, senior student of biological sciences from San
Jose, reveals her betrothal to Karl Talarteo, a research biologist
from Portola Valley employed by NASA at Ames Center. June 18
has been selected for the wedding date.
Martha J. Schwarz, senior home economics major front San
Mateo, and W. Anthony Kultsch, senior business education major
from Glendale, recently became betrothed. Miss Schwarz is a member of the SJS Home Economics Club, and her fiance is president
of Pi Omega Pi, SJS honortwy business education fraternity. They
have planned a late summer wedding.
Barbara Kay Zalewski, freshman art education major from
San Jose, announces her recent betrothal to Jiuneti Harlow Jordan,
presently serving as a private in the U.S. Marine Corps and a
former SJS business major who comes from Sunnyvale.
PINNING
caroi Fielder, senior elementary education major and member
of Delta Zeta sorority from Sun Valley, is pinned to Thom Gritzer,
senior economics major at Utah State University where he is a
member of Sigrna Alpha Epsilon fraternity.

Tom Contratto Wins Presidency
1401 So. 1st

292.1266

Totn Contratto, 23, senior accounting major and son of Mr.
and Mrs. Jack Contratto of San
Jose, is the new president of

"Work of Art"
Sweaters & Cashmere Coats
------01wSpaaksky
10% DISCOUNT

WITH ASB CARD
Art Cleaners
One Day’ Service

Friday. .1nnoriry 7, 1966

Story of ’Blonde Scholarships’

293-10i0

398 E. Santa Clara

Alpha Eta Sigma, SJS accountants’ honorary society.
Contratto and other newlyelected officers for the spring
term were named Dec. 10 at a
social event held at the Hotel
DeAnza in San Jose.
Senior Jay Dore was named
as first vice president, along
with senior Gary Reynolds, second vice president; senior PaitY
Jenkins,
recording secretary;
junior Linda Lyday, corresponding secretary; and senior Bob
Giubbini, treasurer.
For the society’s final activity
of the fall semester, members
took a field trip Tuesday to San
Francisco, where they visited
the national accounting firm of
Touche, Ross, Bailey & Smart
and toured the Matson oceanliner, the Ltirline.

Sponsors Winter Ball
L’Elegance, Washburn Hall’s
fifth annual winter formal, will
he held totnorrow, beginning at
9 p.m., in the Horizon Room of
the Claremont Hotel, Berkeley.
Music will be provided by the
Gordon Heche orchestra.
Bids for the dance are available at Washburn Hall, 385 S.
Eighth St.. according to Janet
VFM Brunt. social chairman foi
the coed residence hall.

Wives Earn, Husbands Learn
lit CHRISTINE RICHERT
spartan Daily Staff Writer
A

new

trend

is

spreading

across America’s campuses today with more than 100,000
women working their husband’s
way through collegc.
Although the going gets rough,
many of the country’s leading
psychologists and educators
agree that it is good for a wife
to pay her spouse’s expenses for
college.
In a recent article which appeared in This Week, Dr. William M. Gilbert, director of student cotinseling. UniversilY of
Illinois, was quoted as saying,
"The wife can achieve a sense
of wcathwhileness working for
her hushand, and the husband
ran derive additional respect and
gratitude for the wife."
NIEN APPROVE
A recent poll reveals that
from it cross-section of male and
female college students in
America, 87 per cent of the men
considered it ’’absolutely all
right" foe a woman to support
her husband in college or gradinte school. Eighty one per cent
of the females agreed.

worked and went to school at
the same time, it would take 10
instead of the usual six years
to complete his education. She
also stated that it vvould be impossible for her husband to
work and student -teach at the
same time.

Gas Prices in San Jose
Guaranteed Major Brand Gasoline

Unlike the average wife, Mrs.
Motta was graduated from college lwfore she was married.
She plans to go back to school
to get an advanced degree in
secretarial administration when
her hu.sband graduates.

LODEN COAT
COATS,

(OLIVE & NAVY)
SKI PARKAS.

MANY AS LOW AS

$17.99

POPLINS,
’ 2

ETC.

PRICE.

** San Jose State’s Traditional Shops **
corner 3rd & San Fernand() Streets
also Town & Country Village
MMIk

6th & Keyes

13th & Julian

10th & Taylor

Four Locations to Serve You

Puritan Oil Co.

111.1111.

cieluxe . .

tiq

1/4 lb. BURGER
REGULAR PRICE 38c

SALE PRICE 28e

4 for S1

Two Days Only!
SATURDAY & SUNDAY

January 8 & 9

WIFE DESCRIBES LIIFE
Patricia Ann Motta, president
of the SJS chapter of University Dames, club for student
wit-es, arid her husband feel the
wife -working arrangement is the
only alternative.
Mrs. Mona has worked full
time foi- four and one half years
of her six and one half years of
marriage to help her husband,
Wallace D. Motta, general elementary education senior. She
has a 5 -year-old son and now
works as a supplemental Seer,
tary. She feels a mother should
slay home with her child whenever possible.
Mrs. Motta said if her husband

the

folgA Pot)!
on tenth across from the men’s dorm.

ryer har.i

OVER 20,000,000 BURGERS SOLD IN
3

1st AND

BIG

SAN JOSE

LOCATIONS

GOODYEAR

4th AND JULIAN
WEST SANTA CLARA AT
onir THE BURGER BARS

Don’t Miss Out
FUR

4th & William

Her warning to those contemplating this arrangement is that
"A marriage will stiffer if the
wife does not try to keep up
intellectually with her husband.
Ittany of the working wives in
the Dames organization go to

SOME FAIL

One often hears of a young
wife who gives up college and
goes to work to support her
husband. only to be forsaken
when he lea
her for a. better
etittented woman.1.-Yet, statistics reveal that, despite such mishaps, MOSt cases
turn out well. Dr. Gilbert points
out, "With the right couple,
such an atTangement can be a
godsend. For the wrong couple,
it can be too difficult to handle."

Mo-.1 wed...lids believe their
deserve to finish school,"
said. "They encourage their
tt it es to keep tip with thorn."

Wil’PS

LOWEST

NOT EASY
"It is very trying to hold a
full-time job and also serve as
a wife and mother," she said.
She explained. "One must be
very strong and mature to live
this kind of life. It is accompanied by a lack of social life,
money and time." But she concluded. "The sacrifice is well
worth it in the long run."

Hoyt-ever, most waves must relinquish their own education so
that their husbands may receive
their education. But most wives
agree that it is an investment.
Husbands will be better off with
an editcat ion, and therefore,
the wives will benefit.

As with any arrangement,
there are those which fall
through. One hears of cases
where the wife becomes discouraged and tired of supporting her husband year after year,
and divorce sometimes results.
A couple at the University of
California were divorced because the husband couldn’t accept the idea of having his wife
support him.

.choot
lime. Setci.ii
plan to go to school full time
after their hu.sbands finish their
schooling.

We’re getting keady
9ep &no Week

It.

SPARTAN 11VATT.Y.--5

DELMAS

grind their own

INSPECTED MEAT DAILY
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January 7, 1961,

Mandarin Fellowship
Every Saturday
FELLOWSHIP MEETING
3:30 p.m.
STUDENT COMMUNITY
DINNER I p.m.
MOLE STUDY 7-9 p m.

Frosh Baseball

Chins.’ fir Christ, Inc
Chr,st,an Canter
4.i Ina
,.- P.

All prospective players and manavs v.to are interested in freshnan baseball should attend a
fleeting in MG205 Monday at 3:30.
iccording to frosh baseball coach
Gustak,on

ATTENTION STUDENTS
This STUDENT BODY NO. A13642 is worth . . . ONE
FREE RECORD at The House of Records .. . the bearer
of the lucky number may choose any record on the bargain
table from Bach to Rock, Mono or Stereo.
For those of you who feel left out there are TWO
ADDITIONAL STUDENT BODY NUMBERS POSTED IN
THE STORE.
Come on in, YOU may be a winner.

HOUSE OF I RECORDS
3rd

297-2941

San Fernando

We Have The

LOWEST
Gas Prices in San Jose
How can we make this statement about our guaranteed major
brand gasoline?
1. We buy in volume lots at reduced prices.
2. We have a low overhead -low expense operation.
3. We don’t go in for bright lights and hoopla
fast service and low prices.

just

4fh & William

6th & Keyes

13th & Julian

10th & Taylor

Spartan Five Opens *CA( Season
Cagers Eye KO
Tomorrow Night
By PAUL SAVOIA
Daily Sports Writer
Two things will be on their
minds tomoivow night as the
Spartan basketballers begin the
West Coast Athletic Conference
season again.st UC at Santa Barbara in the Spartan Gym at 8.
First of all, the Spartans will
he trying to get what they hope
to lie a successful WCAC season
off on the right foot.
Also, Stu Inman’s charges will
I attempt to avenge an upset loss
to the Gauchos in last week’s
tt:CAC tourney.
’ In that game, the Gauchos used
a zone defense for the 69-56 vie’ tory.
Besides the element of surprise, the zone kept the smaller
Spartans from executing their
plays, many of which have S. T.
Saffold ending up with the ball
ander the basket.
The huge Gauchos cmwded the
middle of the key with their zone,
st.eping the Spartans outside.
’I’his forced the locals to shoot
!rum the 15 -20-foot range, where
they hit a mere 28.1 per cent of
their shots.
The Gauchos are paced by 6-5
senior Russ Banko, who was
named all -tourney this year.
II,. scored at a 16.5 clip la.st
while hitting 88.1 per cent
iir, live throws for the second
liest mark in the league.
Sophomore Marlin Roehl (6-4)
from Itedworst City is the other
roman! and hits shown promise
in spots this season. His replacement, 6-8 lefty Dick Kolberg, was
impressive in the tourney with
in,:
his outsidr

Custom Cleaners
481 E. San Carlos
between 10th and 1 lth

PURITAN OIL CO.

Center Dick Hallett (6-10 is
.trong and fairly agile, but inconsistent. He often scores in the
20s, and jUSI LIS often under 10.
The Gauchos were a surprise
second place in the WCAC affair.
and this was due to the maturing
of guards Pat Grant and Howard
Demmelmaier.
Neither of the 6-0 ballhawks
had shown well in preseason tilts
until last week, when they blossomed into scoring threats, as
well as ball -handlers.
Springy. Ben Pope is a reserve
guard who usually gives the
Gauchos a spark when he enters.
However, the fire is not steady
enough to warrant full-time action for the former San Jose City
College forward.
The Gauchos of Art Gallon are
4-7 on the year.
without the
San Jose will
services of fast -coming Jim Brennan, who had moved into the role
as third guard for Inman.
Brennan sprained his ankle in
the UC’SB tourney. game and is
out for at least two weeks.
Other than Brennan, the Spartans are at full strength. with
S. T. Saffold, Pete Newell, Frank
Tarrantts, Jack Gleason and John
Keating again ready as starters.

SJS Trackmen
Compete in S.F.

Frosh Battle
Indian Five
Spartan freshman basketballers
try their hand at the powerful
Stanford frosh for the second time
Saturday night in a 6 p.m. preliminary’ to the varsity contest.
Earlier in the season, the Papooses clobbered the Spartababes
63-48 at Stanford behind Bill CIOSS
and Don Griffin.
Bill King, Greg Delany, Rick
Winsor, Tim Holman and Bob
South are the starters for SJS
coach Dan Glines.
The Spartababes have only won
one of seven encounters on the
season. the latest being an overtime defeat at the hands of Hamilton Air Force Base Tuesday night.
It was their fifth consecutive setback.
Before the vacation, the Sparta babes dropped a 77-59 decision to
Cal in what Glines termed a
"terrible performance"

Bakma.s
Flower
John Keating will start at guard
for the SJS basketballers tomorrow night against UC at Santa
Barbara. Keating is known for
his tough play and consistent
hustle.

Scrappy Guard

Intramural Announcements

101 10.1.:1 liEN1 11.1‘i
A total of 15 games were played
Monday night as the intramural
pre-season basketball tournament
got underway.
High scorer for the evening was
Bill Britton, who dropped 25 points
through the nets in leading the
Molt) Men to a 61-41 conquest of
the Ferns in "B" division play.
Jerry Gilbert tossed in 23 for
To Whom It May Concern in a
losing effort, and John Bruce
netted 21 as Saces crushed Sigma
Chi 62-32, in top "A" efforts.
Monday’s scores:

must turn in ’lieu
MG121 by Jan. 19.

Shop
Flowers
and
Corsages

A

for all
to

cntries

Occasions
Toni Smith and Wayne Herman,
recaptains
are
team
rage
All
a pair of topnotch Spartan sprint292-0462 10th & Santa Clara
quested by Dr. Unruh to meet
ers, head a group of SJS trackmen
in PER201 at 3:30 next Friday
entered in tomorrow night’s third
annual San Francisco Examiner
Invitational Indoor Track Meet in
the Cow Palace.
Smith and Herman will be joined
hy Ken Shackelford and John
rwomey in the mile relay, and
Herman will also compete in the
Take that study break and
60-yard dash.
Craig Fergus will take on tough
come bowling at Downtown
triple jump competition, and Ed
Johnson, a transfer from Los AnBowl . . .
geles Harbor TC,
rtiake his
"A" lifivIslort
debut as a Spartan in the high
Omega Psi Phi 44 Phi Mu Chi 32,
jump.
ATo 47 Has Beens 31, Sigrna Nu
Weightmen Dick Smith and Pat 51 TWIMC 45, Awful-Awfuls 43
Rose are also making the trip.
DSP 42, Saces 62 Sigma Chi 32.
TO
Kappa Sigma 48 Penetrators 43,
Lambda Chi Alpha 58 AFROTC
Students
SJS
25, Wimo 49 P.D. Fan Club 26.
Heavy snowtall during the past Allen Hall 40 Sigma Pi 32, BasketEvenings and Weekends
week has resulted in good skiing ball Inc. 73 PiKA 35. Swishers 60
AROTC
32.
Eighth
St.
Lifters
43
conditions at all Northern and
Central California resorts, accord- Whiskey and Water 34, Vandals
49 DSP No. 2 23, Mojo Men 61
ing to UPI.
294-7800
375 W. Santa Clara St.
Chains are required on most Ferns 41, Hawks 58 ATO No. 2 :16
highways leading to ski areas.
SWIMMING ENTRIES
Here is the 10 a.m. Thursday
Entries for the intramural swim- I
report:
ming meet next Thursday’ and
Interstate 80--Sugar Bowl, 120- Friday must he submitted tol
160 inches. Soda Springs, 24-114 MG121 no later than 3:30 this
Inches. Donner Ski Ranch, 80-120 afternoon.
inches.
A pre-meet team captain’s meetHighway 50--Echo Summit, 70- ing will he held
Wednesday, ac84 inches. Sierra Ski Ranch, 57cording to Intramural Sports di’03 inches. Heavenly Valley, 36rector Dan Unruh.
84 inches.
BASKETBALL LEAGI’ES
Highway 89 --Squaw Valley, 12Non -tourney teams wishing to
144 inches. Powder BOW1, 40-65
inches. Tahoe Ski Bowl. 72-106 participate in basketball league
play during the spritr7 semester
inches.

3 games for S1.00

Ski

Report

Lthd

DOWNTOWN BOWL

Judoka Season Starts Jan. 22
The S.’S J11114/
IIS
quest for an unprecedented fifth
vonsecutive NCAA title starting
on Jan. 22 at the AAU Novice
C’hampionships in Sacramento.
The Spartan judokas will keep
themselves busy during semester

by compel
in the Budokai
Invitational in San Francisco on
Jan. 30, and the San Jose Buddhist
Invitational on Feb. 6.
Fifteen more meets follow, with
the season climaxing with the
national championships at Ohio 1
’1
State University on April 30.

VOLKSWAGEN OWNERS
HAVE YOUR

THE JOY OF CORDUROY!
When is a classic new as right now ? Like when it’s corduroy ... greater
than ever in our wide-wale version ... luxurious, velvety -smooth, yet rugged as the devil. Flap pockets, virile leather-trim. Unbeatable sport coat
unbeatable gift price!
HOVER SISPOPIS SO MUCH SPORT COAT

FOR ONLY

24,.95

GR DINS
SATURDAY UNTIL 9:30 p.m.
SAN ANTONIO CENTER SHOP MONDAY THRU
THRU SATURDAY UNTIL 9:30 p.m.
VALLEY FAIR SHOP MONDAY

VOLKSWAGEN
checked, serviced or tuned -up
during your classes.
Drive your VW in, before classes in
the morning and you can pick it up,
ready to go, after noon.

MICHAELIS MOTORS
YOUR VW AND PORSCHE SERVICE and REPAIR CENTER
ONLY ONE BLOCK FROM CAMPUS

Open 8 a.m. to 6 p.m. Mon. thru Fri. and
8 a.m. to 2 p.m. Sat.
17 S. 8th St., San Jose
Phone 295-1455

ers-sst

At College Prices!
New York Cut Steak
Extra Cut
Special Top Sirloin
Club Steak
T -Bone Steak
Small Steak

52.95
3.95
2.75
2.25
3.50
1.35

Servide with Bowl of Chili, Green Salad,
Potatoes, French Bread and Butter.

Cold Beer and Wine Available
Open 24 hours Fridays and Saturdays
Fret. parking

&

’4(1 Si

ling& cteak /Mae
72 E. Santa Clara Street
tadoppeopiteripippopippipeweepperopippospeeppeo...............,

Spartan Matmen Meet Cal; Hobbs All-America;
Poloists Sixth in Nation
Swimmers Face Top Teams
Spartan sports fans get a dual
SJS wrestlers battle an unknown
treat tonight as both the wrestling quantity when the Spartans pit
and swimming teams will be locked their strength against the grapin competition at home.
plers from the University of California.
The meet is scheduled to get
uriderway at 7:30 in the Spartan
gym. Freshman and junior varsity
matmen will pair off at 6.

Vely
OnCampus!

SWIM MEET
Also, in the neighboring Spartan pool, the tenth annual San
Jose State Invitational three-day
swimming meet will start at 7
M7;Enai ngEn En2B7: anIEV
with the strenuous 1,650 freestyle
event.
The meet will start at 9 a.m.
Saturday morning and 3 p.m. Sunday.
SJS grappler mentor Hugh
Mumby expects Cal to pose formidable competition although the
Bears are a relatively new squad.
"If everyone wrestles well, we’ll
have a good chance to beat them."
The Cal team is led by Allan
Seigal, who finished fifth in the
NCAA in the 137 weight class.
George Fuller, at 123 or 130, is
also expected to prove a strong
opponent.
The SJS grapplers are led by
Loren Miller, who usually wrestles in the 145 pound division, but,
because of an injury to 160-pound
star Jim Bridger, he will move
up two divisions.
Top competition will highlight
the swim invitational. Accord ng

14,41,41-.00

THE AUTHORITY
more than a million
over

factS

10,000 subject

headings
completely updated to ’66
fullyindexed

for instant

use
indispensable study aid

Many Exclusive New Features!

ONLY $1.50 1=Pc7,:fr
Your Campus Store or
Favorite Book Counter

,At

CET YOUR COPY TODAY!

2,11.1A )11.124.4.249)..1:.?2110-APIVQ91.4.T.11,S9)_49/),X_,,..4.0,CF,1,02.1.1,0,1

A )!L?.11

49.
1::1!

NOW -2 LOCATIONS

A

Moyer Music
San

to Spartan swimming coach Tom
O’Neil, two powerful swim contingents, Foothill and the Santa
Clara Swim Club, will be in action tonight.

RELAY SQUADS

Besides two medley relay squads
and two freestyle relay teams,
O’Neil will have Jack Likens, Mike
Hansen, Steve Hober g, Nick
Schoenmann, John Kocal and
Steve Williams racing in the free
style.
In the butterfly will be team
captain Tom Eldridge, Larry Lefner and Hoberg.
Ted Mathewson is the only
Spartan swimmer entered in the
backstroke.
Both the wrestling and swim
meets are free for students with
an ASB card. The swim invitational is 50 cents for adults and
25 cents for children for each
session.

BRUCE HOBBS
. . All-American

Bowling Tryouts

Parker were third-team AllAmerica choices.
Both lists were elected by a
nation-wide board of colleges,
with SJS mentor Lee Vl’alton
included.
All of the top ten schools
in the nation were from California, and every player of the first
two teams also from the Golden
State.
Hobbs culminated his brilliant
three-year SJS varsity career
with his best-ever season. Playing against nothing but the top
competition In the nation, Hobbs
WIlte eonsistently cited by opposing players and coaches for his

All students who are interested

in trying out for the Bay Area
Men’s Intercollegiate Bowling
Tournament should report to the
Downtown Bowl on 375 W. Santa
Clara St. in San Jose, this afternoon at 3:30, according to Ed
Sobczak, physical education instructor.
The tournament, held Saturday
in Santa Clara, is sponsored by the
Association of College Unions Inter-collegiate Totuviament Program. The top 10 bowlers in the
tryouts will represent SJS.
Both graduate and undergraduate students are eligible.

work in the cage.
This was tlie seventh year
Hobbs had played for Walton.
its the two were together for
three years at Washington High
in Fre ..... nt before Walton came
to State.

January 7,

FIVAnniAN DAdLy-7.

19&3

ORIMN

Dodgers have been involved in all
four of the National League’s
pennant playoffs, losing three and
winning one.

sh,.-

(EMI -

ever used at a track meet

Next to Western Union Office
(between 2nd & 3rd Sts.)

CRYSTAL CREAMERY
feauring

Chef’s Special
STEAK & EGGS $1.55

In this time, Walton has started Hobbs every game.
Moore, a Junior college transfer from Foothill and the Spartans’ captain, was the leading
scorer for Walton.
Parker, a senior, came on
strong at the end of the season,
and especially Ii3okts1 good in
post -season tournaments.
Olympic pt.rformers Roy Saari
of l’SC and Stan Cole and Dave
Ashleigh id UCLA were named
to the first squad along with
Stanford’s Gary Sheerer, UCLA’s
Russ Webb and USC’s Dean
Williford.
Pete Ready and Mike Eschelman of Stanford and Barry
Weitzenberger
of Cal
were
among the second team choices.
Undefeated UCLA was eanily
chosen 11% the top team of the
nation, with Stanford which
only lost to UCLA on the year
second.
Long Beavh State, USC and
C111 were also ahead of the Spartans, In that order.
All of these teams beat the
Spartans, comprising SJS’ only
collegiate losses.
SJS defeated Cal late in the
season after the Bears had won
two previous encounters between
the two squads.
UC at Irvine, In its first year
of vvater polo, Cal Poly (San
Luis Obispo), UC at Santa Barbara and San Diego State complete the top 10.

Try our large variety of
quality meals at reasonable prices
Complete Fountain Service
WALK ON OVER
7th and Santa Clara

One Block from SJS

Pite
COM! TO PROCTOR’S FOR THI HST YALuIS...01let.m0HOS WORTHY

298-5404

WE HAVE A LOW RENTAL PLAN
ON NEW AND USED TYPEWRITERS.
HUNDREDS TO CHOOSE FROM.

Balance wheel (A) limits accuracy of
regular watch. Tuning fork (El) replaces
balance wheel and makes Accutron
world’s most precise timepiecethe first
ever guaranteed’) for monthly accuracy

It’s worth the
time to you to
look into it.

Guaranteed Major Brand Gasoline

4th & William 6th & Keyes
13th & Julian 10th & Taylor

eememmmmmmee
awavitastaaaela
amsmamaeseafte
esesteannoser

Of MIDI AHD ASSURAPICg

The Accutron Story:
all the parts that
make a watch
fast or slow
have been
left out.

Gas Prices in San Jose

ATTENTION STUDENTS

in 188fi

HOWARD’S

LOWEST

Femando

OF SPIKES

in the United States during the
Curtis introduced the first spiked first American indoor meet here
NEW YORK

PERENNIAL PLAYOFFERS
LOS ANGELES (UPI)
The

Largest Se/ection of Guitars in Town

84 E.

Goalie Bruce Hobbs of SJS
joins three Olympic players and
three other nuper-stars on the
1905 college AU-America water
polo squad.
Along ttith this, the Spartans
were named the sixth best team
in the nation in final collegiate
rankings.
Spartans Don Moore and Bill

Friday,

ACCUTRON "213", White, Electronic Time.
piece. Stainless Steel Case, Sweep Second
Hand. Waterproof’. Applied Markers on Dial
sin.od
Alligator Strap.
NO

MONEY

TERMS TO SUIT YOU

DOWN

Four Locations to Serve You
and
5161

Stevens

Creek

MODERN

Rd.

(at Lawrence Station Rd. - across
from Futurama Bowl)

248-9858

4ra

ti

rvrr

Puritan Oil Co.

OFFICE MACHINES
124 E. San Fernando St.
Between 3rd & 4411 Sts.

Student

Lutheran Church
374
Sunday

So.

Missouri Synod
3rd

Morning

8:15,

2 b cis from

Center

Street
Services:

9:30 and II

College discussion group: 9:45 P^,

school

A. J. BROMMER, Pastor 292-5404
R. Fiedler, Director of Music: G. Otte, Vicar 294-7033

ST. PATRICK’S CHURCH
The

Campus

Parish

MASSES SUNDAY: 7, 8, 9, 10, I I a.m., 12:15 p.m., 7 Pm
HOLYDAYS: 6:30, 8, 9 a.m., 12:15, 5:30 p.m.
WEEKDAYS: 6:30 and 8 p.m.
FIRST FRIDAYS: 6:30, 8, 11 a.m., 5:30 p.m.
DEVOTIONS: Mother of Perpetual Help devotions Tuesday
nights at 7:45
CONFESSIONS: Prior to the eight o’clock mass on Sunday.
3:30-5:30 p.m. and 7:30-9 on Saturdays; eves of holydays;
eves of First Fridays.
294-8120
389 E. Santa Clara Street

ChaplainsFather L. Largente
Father D. Fosselman

198 S. 7nd

R. Ohman, Minister

St., San Jose

Dr (-License 8

VILLAGE

SPARTAN /
THIS

Sparan TriC is a student Baptist organization
Sunday meetings: 9:45 a.m. and 5:45 p.m.
3rd and San Antonio Sts.

"COMMUNISM vs.
FREE INDIVIDUALS"
by

p.m.

Dr. Mervyn Cadwallader

Roger \\ illiams
Fellowship

EPISCOPALIANS ON CAMI’l
Thursday

GRACE BAPTIST (11140:11
American Baptist Consmilion
John M. Akers, Paetor

Ihtly

7 a.m. Holy Communion

at
of Reconciliation

No Reservation Necessary
7:30 p.m. Program
otkr Activities
Throughout the Week

Barry Keiser, B.S. Th.M.,
Continues a Study of I Peter

Canterbury:
p.m.,

10th St.

6:30 p.m.
Supper (40c)

SUNDAY MORNING . . .

Sunday Evening

Sunday 5:30

So.

Sunday
6 p.m. Worship

George "Shorty" Collin&
I:uilf ne lixeiatin

300 So. 10th

P.1,1o1

*.r.................e....a................................mwome.........................s....14,

Downtown

441

Transportation from 7th and San Carlos

Chapel
,,irt,l,i,

to students

Weekday sharing groups Wed. 7-8 p.m.

8 30 & II n m
Ivlorning
Wor,hip
9-45 a m.
College ’ Seminar"
5:43 p.m.
Tr. -C Club
t

Evening

9:20 a.m. and 8:13

the downtown church
catering to the college community

STREET,

COUNTRY

(Methodist
Studnt Center)

Group Discussion
John Knox Fellowship
8:30-9:30 p.m. at
125 Dana Ave., San Jose

.421.4=1161161111

First Baptist Church

&

Wesley
Foundation

The Alameda at Shasta

Sunday

r------------.for--the co.mp-lete"colle"gi-alte"ex"perien:e"worship this Sunday at

FIRST

Take Time Out from Your
StudiesTo Worship
This Sunday

Worship Sunday 11 a.m. and 7 p.m.

295-1771

TOWN

ttide

Westminster
Presbyterian
Church

Newman-Catholic Student Center

79 South 5th

307

,301.1.411.0.11=.41111.040e

111111=11IIITRIIIIITRIMITIMPITIr

Daily Mass 11:40 a.m. and 4 p.m.
Friday 11:40 a.m. only

SOUTH

both stores open Mon.. Thurs., and Fri. evenings

CampuJ leetigioui
First Immanuel Lutheran Church
and

Service unth Integrity
91

184
4.

East

SAIII

Fernand()

Worship

First
I

SwrOn Clwr

&

9:30 & I

Sunday

St. Paul’s
Sth San Salvdor & 10th
9:30 & 11 cm.

Lutheran
Campus
Ministry
(NLC)
Worihip Sunday
9:.30 a.m.

CHAPEL OF

RECONCILIATION
.111(1 S. loth St.

I

Spartaguide

IBL.SPARTAN DARN
. January 7. 1966

ISO Elections

on next semester; films will also
TODAY
lostItute of Religion, 12:30 p.m., he shown.
1
International Relations Club, 3:30
I mit i t kite of Religion, 10th and San
S I 1.1 e II
Fernando. guest speaker to speak p.m., CI1162, election of next seI ISO / WIll start today at 3:30 p.m. on Science and Religion Seminar. mester’s officers.
in ENG132. Student nominees will
American Marketing Association,
be giving electtion speeches, but TOMORROW
6:30 social, 7 p.m. business, HaSpartan Hoed, 6 p.m., roller- waiian Gardens, election of offithere will be no regular meeting.
The election of officers will be land, skating party.
cers; guest speaker, Professor
held Jan. 14, from 3:30 to 5 p.m.
Spartan Chi Club, 8 p.m., Inter- Bryon J. Norwood, of the business
SpeakSo.
Guest
285
B.
Center,
and
Student
A
national
in Cafeteria
division will speak on "The Wild
er during the meeting will be Dr. Market St., S. J., General meeting; Blue Yonder."
John J. Meryman, associate pro- dance party.
American Meteorological Society,
fessor of psychology
7:30 p.m., E329, guest speaker, will
SUNDAY
of
Theta RInnta Phi, 2 p.m., Jour- speak on "The Alarine Layer
Bay."
nalism conference room, special Air Over the San Francisco
, initiation for January grads. Busi- Bay."

The Moss Landing Marine Laboratories will be open to students,
faculty, and the general public
tomorrow.
The laboratories will be open
from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. with members of the Policy Board available
to show the facility and explain
its use.
To reach Moss Landing, visitors
should take Highway 1 to the
turn-off to the town of Moss
Landing, three miles north of
Castroville and nine miles south
of Watsonville.
VVEDNESDAY
The new facility is situated on
SAM, 6:30 special, 7 p.m. bUtdness, Ste. Claire Hotel, guest the beach just south of the Moss
Landing Pier on Sandholt Rd. The
speaker.
white and green buildings are
reached by driving across a oneway bridge over the old Salinas
River channel.
Students and faculty may u.se a
college bus for the trip. The bus
will leave the FOUrth Street side

BOOK NOW

ness meeting to follow.

for summer travel
on

, MONDAY

Icelandic
Airlines

ye/Service
74 W. Sen Carlos

297-1700

Humanists On Campus, 7:30 p.m.,
CH149, spring elections and planning.
mittee, 8:30
Sparbreamp C o
p.m., ticket booths in front of
lti,okstore and cafeteria.
Chl Sigma Epsilon, 3:30 p.m.,
t feteria A, regular busines meeting. election of officers.
Another
( UPI t
PASADEN A
Alpha Lambda Delta, 4:30 p.m.,
milestone-rtatio contact from 216
.1101. regular meeting.
million miles in space . has been
1:sDAY
achieved by Mariner 4, which took
Society of Automotive Engineers, the first "closeup" photographs of
7 Mt p.m.. AH107, general meeting MaIN.

Scientists Contact
Mariner 4 Again

St Claire
fit?

’Open House Slated Christopher To Back
At Marine Facilities June Primary Winner

Scientists at Caltech’s Goldstone
tracking station reported the contact Wednesday. Officials said the
spacecraft was capable of emitting
a signal of only a billionth ol’
trillionth of a watt.

Moderne Drug Co.
ANTHONY D. CAMPAGNA, Jr., owner

Professional Pharmacists
PHONE 293-7500
SECOND AND SANTA
SAN JOSE

CLARA STREETS

OPEN UNTIL MIDNIGHT

of the Science building at 9
tomorrow and return at 2:30
Ftound trip fare is 60 cents,
tickets will be sold on a
come-first serve basis.

Cameraman
To Show Film

"Northwest to Alaska" will be
the topic of Walter H. Berlet,
naturalist cameraman, for the first
of the 1966 Audubon Wildlife Films
next Monday in Morris Daily
Auditorium at 8 p.m.
The film, spon.sored by SJS,
Santa Clara Valley Audubon Society and the National Audubon
Society, will show a migration of
thousands of caribou, mountain
goats, dall sheep, wolves. moose,
gtizzlies, the wolverine, a.s well
as numerous colorful birds in closeup sequences.
Student admission is 50 cents,
regular admission one dollar, and
tickets can be obtained through
Mrs. Fanny Zwaal at CY 2-2060
or at the film presentation.
Other phumed films for FebrU14 are the
is the last day that an ary 14 and March
"Essenee of Life" and "Stepping
information leaM of the United
Stones to Australia" respectively.
States Navy air arm will be on

Navy Air Team
To Conclude Visit
To SJS Campus

Recording of telemetry data
from ’Marine’. 4 was suspended campus in front of the Spartan
last Oct. 1, when it was more than Bookstore to explain the Navy’s
191 million miles from earth.
Aviation Program to interested
Scientists still hope to resume st udents.
contact with Mariner 4 when it
Information will be available on
returns to within 30 million miles
the three programs offered to colearth in 1967
lege men; Naval Aviation Cadet,
which is designed for men who
es
have completed at least two years
of college; Air Officer Cadet and
Naval Flight Officer programs
which are open to co I I ege
$70 MODERN STUDIO.
517 So. 9th St. Phone 298-0602.
gradua tes.
Pre-flight training covers flight
GORDON HALL CONTRACT FOR
SALE. Must sell. Discount. Phone 298-2580 theory, navigation, aerology, aviaor 294.2973.
tion communications, as well as
HALLS OF IVY VACANCIES FOR basic military subjects and athSPRING SEMESTER. Phone 297.1814.
letics. The time spent in Basic
NICELY FURN. 2 bdrm. apt. Sleeps 3. Flight provides 200 hours of flying
2 kitchens, 2 showers, 2 stoves & refs. in formation, cmss-country and on
$110. 469 S. 7th Incl. 499 So. Hh. instruments and landing on air295-5362.
craft carriers.
NEW SPACIOUS APTS. Furnished.
During the six months of AdFeaturing: Fireplace, 2 baths, large vanced Flight Instruction, the stuclosets, sundeck. and color TV in party
room. Close to SJS. 215 S. 12th. 295.459 I dent specializes In either jets,
single-engine or multi -engine airor 286-3292.
craft, the choice is usually up to
2 BDRMS. W,’W opts. Furn. elec. kil
i he pilot,
$150. 628 So. 10th. 294-9745 after 4.
Further information on all naval
STUDIO APT. W/W clot. Elec. kit. $20. air pmgrams may be obtained
628 S. 10th. 294-9745 after 4.
t h rough the information team
ANN DARLING APTS. I & 2 bdrms. No. which will also be visiting the
33rd 8 Marburg Way.
Placement Center ADM234.
JULIAN GLEN APTS. I & 2 bdrms. No.
26th & E. Julian.

Spartan Daily Classifieds
HOUSING 151

ANNOUNCEMENTS Ill
w.NTED TO RENT
5ESS!ONS

ABROAD

mODERN BACH. APT. Clean, gu,et.
Upper class male. 617 S. 9th. 298-0602.
cpts, drps, furn. All elec.
l956. I BDRM
kit. Ilth & Reed. 248-9145.
2 BDRM. APT. Modern. $120. 1/2 blk.
SJS. Lower front. Ilh bath. Girls. 292,27
BDRM APTS. 2 blks. from campus.
". per ’no,. 536 S. 8th.
KENNEDY HALL CONTRACT FOR
5ALE. 1 girl. Spring sem. Must sell! Geta married. Phone 292-5999.
GORDON HALL CONTRACT
sALE. Must sell. Disc’t. 298-0201.

AUTOMOTIVE 12/

FOR

MORRIS MINI. 961. Needs body wor.
Parts. $115. Paul 296-5738.
800 !III. $700
’66 HONDA. 300
298.3494.
best offer. L
.,nning cond. OVe1.1
’it) FORD.
$17
’

NEED FEMALE ROOMIE TO SHARE
GREAT APT NOW 8/OR 2ND. SEMESTER. 2944111.

’62 MG MI DG ET. R H. Good corti
Roo. :
426 S. 7th. 293.1938

GORDON HALL CONTRACT FOR
SALE. Must sell. Disc’t. 292-7853. Cindy.

’51 PLYMOUTH. Good transportation.
560 or best offer. 298-7765 aft. 4.

2 BDRM. HOUSE CLOSE TO CAMPUS.
$120. 292-9400.

RJRN. I BDRM. APT. 48 S. 4th. $85 mo.
-e 292-7852.

KENNEDY HALL CONTRACT FOR
CUTE 2 BDRM. HOUSE Very close to SPRING SEMESTER. App. apt. Call Jeri
school. Only $120 mo. Call 292-9400.
298-2206.
’50 FORD. V8. Stick. Radio. Runs well. UNAPPD. APT. W/pool. Girl needed for NOW TAKING RESERVATIONS. La-,
$99.50! 295.4348.
2nd sem. $55 mo. 286-4978.
Apts. New, modern, spacious. Lg. close
’59 MORRIS OXFORD. Grey. Maroon in GORDON HALL CONTRACT FOR All elec. See to apprec. 439 S. 4th. 286
trot 292.6189.
terior. $225
SALE. Discount. Spring sem. 294-4840. 4442.
NICE BACHELOR APT. ACROSS FROM WANT GRAD OR SEN. ROOMIE.
FOR SALE (3)
SCHOOL Only $67.50. Call 292-9400. Huge. reason. apt. 1 blk. SJS. Carol, 298.
2585.
CONN E.FLAT ALTO SAX. Hardly SPRING RENTAL 2 bdrm. apt. Furn.
LGE. FURN. APT. FOR 2 to 4. All util.
played. 52-t
3/$47
ea:
2/$57
ea.
351
So
4,837 ea:
pd. Quiet. Gar. 454 S. 7th. 295-7590.
t I th. Mgr. #6. 298.3494.
HELP WANTED t41
MALE WANTED TO SHARE APT. 405 GORDON HALL CONTRACT FOR
SALE. Spring. Best offer. Pat 298-7119.
MALE VOCALIST FOR ROCK & ROLL S. 8th #4. Very close to campus.
aJdition call
GROUP. Over 18.
One
ONLY.
$79.
MARRIED
COUPLES
LOST AND FOUND 16)
269.0573 eyes.
bdrm. apt. Furn. After 6. 295-8121.
REAL ESTATE SALESMEN OR SALESLOST-3 mo. old male cocker poodle.
WOMEN WANTED. F.,11 or part time. I 11DRM APT. Furnished. $75 month. 731 (white). Vicinity of I2th & San Carlos.
cnsored. Specializ- So. 3rd. #3. San Jose.
Reward. 294-0975.
i! -1 in horns-,
& listings in Santa 2 MALE ROOMMATES WANTED. Semi
Clara. W. San Jose. Sunnyvale, & Cuper- lusur. apt. w/fireplace. Color TV. 215 LOST: Mosaic pin, flower design. Gold
back. 495 E. William #I2 after 5.
tHo. Alsc, Ea:hide interests. Ave. office
S. I2th #2. 292.9170.
-crnm ssion earrings $1000/nio. Call Joe
HISTORY & PSYCH. TEXTS. Taken from
’
P,o, 7ii
SiS
Mon’s
Kinhen
rnorns.
T.V.
530 MONTH.
bookstore. U. of Nev. books. 292-9007.

’54 BUICK. Au,c. V8. $150 or best offer
Call 295-6298 after 6 om.

.

.r

To buy, sell, rent or
announce anything,
itist PI out and clip
thls handy order
blank.

Send to- Spartan Daily
CLASSIFIEDS,
1206, San lose State
College, San lose 14,
Calif.
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Minimum
Two lines
One time
2 lines

One time Three times five times
50c a line 25c a line 20c a line
$1.00
51.50
$2.00

SJS’ Business Division and
Falstaff Brewing Corp. will cosponsor the fourth annual Business Management Policy Council
during semester break, Jan. 31
through Feb. 3.
Eighteen SJS business students
will take part in the four day instructional program to be held at
Falstaff’s San Jose plant, 1025
W. Julian St.
The council is conducted as a
regular college course under the
auspices of the extension services
of the college. Each student receives one unit of upper division
upon successful
college credit
completion of the emirse

Run Ad

2.25

3.00

SERVICES OH

3.00

4.00

5 lines
Add this
amount for
each addi
tional line

2.50

3.75

5.00

AUTO INSURANCE FOR STUDENTS
Chef Bailey. 286-5386 449 W. San
Carlos.

.50

.75

1.00

TYPING. Term papers, thesis, etc. ;nee
electric. 243-6313.

BERKELEY (UPD-Three uniformed members of the American
Nazi party, here to organize a
program of "resistance to communism and race mixing," staged
a one-hour demonstration at the
main entrance to the University
of California Berkeley’s campus
Wednesday.
The trio made a brief appearance Tuesday and promised another demonstration for noon today.
The three, along with a late
arrival, a Nazi in civilian dress,
attracted a crowd of about 200 onlookers. The crowd, mostly students, was orderly, spending most
of the time laughing in derision
at the Nazis’ answers to various
questions.
The uniformed Nazis, who claim
to have been sent to Berkeley
from the party’s headquarters in
Virginia, set up a card table and
passed out literature to those who
would take it. They carried signs
protesting inclusion of a Communist student on a campus committee. The demonstration lasted
about an hour.

f8artzq teq

Earlier in Fresno, ChrLstopher
said Reagan’s elaborate telmision

CLOTHIER FOR MEN
36 So. First
OPEN THURSDAY NIGHTS
294-5157
Vo

I luppy Budgets Are Here Again!
AND wo at Budget-Rent-ACar are happy to rontInue
menial/ you in 1966. Stop in
anytime 1111111 JUJU US
our ern llllll 11(.21,1 weekend
rental plan, designed for tlie
student’, pocketbook!

A
7
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fek

141 So. 4 .h - 295-1502
Across Front Library

F.:

Take a Study Break
this

AMA To Elect
Officers Tuesday

Efit(

F.

The American Marketing Association (AMA) will hoki its last
meeting of the semester Tuesday
night, 7:30 at the Hawaiian Gardens.
The meeting will include the
election of officers for next semester and a talk given by Professor Byron J. Norwood in the
Business Department, who will
speak on "The Wild Blue Yonder."
Professor Norwood is a Harvard
graduate and also a professor of
marketing.

F.-

:2

POOL SNOOKER

BILLIARDS

(All New Brunswick Tables/

Ladies admitted FREE on Sunday
WHEN ACCOMPANIED BY MALE PARTNER

5
NEED A PROFESSIONAL DIAGNOSIS?
It you do, On "THREE K"

A Imported car

service can do It. When it comes to riik"s or any Im-

To place en ad:

ported car, sse know our business. Imported ear service

Visit the

anti repair are mit is sideline, hut a specialty at the

Classified Adv. Off co -J206
Phone

10:30-3:30
Snd

"THIIEE K" Flying A station.

check.
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Spartan Daily Classifieds.
Phone 294-61I4, Ett 2166
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FLYING A IMPORTED CAR SERVICE

1 lth and SANTA CLARA
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BILLIARDS
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TYPING IN MY HOME. Fast, accurate.
Work guaranteed. 259-5118.

TYPING IN MY HOME. Sunnyvale area.
IBM electric typewriter. Call 245.7999.

gra
Dc
Sa
a

K.,
an
Gr
Sv
Ti:
by

ad good for 5011 on 1 hour of play

at Holiday Billiards

TYPING. All kinds. IBM electric. Work
guaranteed. Jo Vine, 378.8577.

cash
Starting Dote

...THE AEROSOL DEODORANT
$1.50
!ex
Liquid deodorant lor men,
convynient spray botti*.,,_

gr.

TYPING IN MY HOME Experienced,
accurate & guaranteed. 259-4710.

(No of days) Enclose $

Christopher did not think much
of Reagan’s suggestion that senior
citizens be exempted from property taxes during their lifetimes.
The taxes, according to Reagan,
would be collected from their estates after death.
"I foresee that not as the solution but as the creation of I1E14’
problems," Christopher saki. "It’s
quite possible that their heirs will
have nothing to inherit except
more taxes"
He added that, if the aged were
’’going to worry about their sons
and daughteis having debts mount
on them, they’re not going to be
very happy."

Tournament and Mixed League Play

1.50
2.00

Address

He added that, "of this moment,’’
Reagan could not beat Democratic
Gov. Edmund G. Brown while he
could.

Nazi Members
Hold Noon Rally
Near Cal Campus

Daily
Name

1

TUTOR IN GERMAN OR FRENCH.
Young European w/P.H.D. 560 E. San
Carlos

3 lines

Announcements (1)
Automotive (2)
For Sale (3)
Help Wanted (4)
110051911 (5)
Lost and Found (11)
Personals (7)
Services (8)
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Zriglish
1
froth

The former San Francisco mayor
said, however, that the matter was
academic because he felt he would
get the GOP gubernatotial nom Mallon.

CUSTOM made contemporary wedding
rings. George Larimore. 354-1273.

4 lines

Print you ad here:
(Count 33 Letters and Spaces for Each Line)

College, Falstaff
To Sponsor Meet

announcement of his switch from
the stage to the political arena
"cost more than I have spent in
the entire campaign so far."

"I’ve always supported the Republican candidate in the past, and ,
I see no reason why I wouldn’t
again," Christopher said. "But,
I’ve got to give God one chance
in
million to change my mind."

PERSONALS (71

v."

CLASSIFIED RATES

a.m.
SACRAMENTO ( UPI1- George
p.m.
Christopher said Wednesday that,
and
"bailing unfo re seen circumfirst
stances," he would support Ronald Reagan if the actor won the
Republican gubernatorial nod.

1

294.1562

Phone 245-7099

SUNNYVALE

Corner of Wolf & Fremont

510 East Santa Clara
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